Mt. Hood National Forest

SNOW CONDITIONS REPORT
JANUARY 02, 2023

DO YOU HAVE YOUR SNO-PARK PASS?
In order to park at a sno-park, you need to purchase a
pass at a local vendor or online through OR Dept. of
Transportation.
Sno-Park passes are not available on-site.

CHECK WINTER CONDITIONS!
Winter weather and road conditions vary greatly
with elevation and can change quickly. Before you
leave home, check the mountain weather forecast and
Tripcheck.com webcams for road conditions.
Check the current NW Avalanche Forecast to learn
about avalanche dangers in the Cascades!

RECREATION REMINDER
Mt. Hood winter recreation areas are very popular.
Please plan ahead before heading out!
•

•
•
•

Check Tripcheck.com for road conditions and
traffic alerts. Use I-84 & mass transit when
possible.
DO NOT PARK ON HIGHWAYS! This is unsafe
and illegal. You may get ticketed and towed.
Have a back-up plan if your intended site is full.
Take home all your trash and broken sleds. The
forest is not a dump.

Ski Areas Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Timberline Lodge
Mt. Hood Meadows
Mt. Hood Skibowl
Cooper Spur
Teacup Nordic

WINTER GEAR CHECKLIST
Always carry these items in your vehicle when
visiting the forest in winter:
• Tire chains
• Shovel
• Flashlight
• Extra layers
• Forest map
• Water & food
• Tell someone your itinerary!
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Forest Service

General Overview and Work Report
This past week saw heavy precipitation and fluctuating freezing levels. Many areas received mostly rain, while
higher sites enjoyed a decent amount of snowfall. The weekend brought clear skies and low winds, bringing
with it lots of people and crowded Sno – Parks. Most trails have been beaten in and are a firm hardpack. Off trail
there is a combination of rain crust and fresh snowfall, this can lead to difficult travel conditions. This week
some lighter shots of moisture are expected to bring light snowfall and mixed precipitation to the area.
Temperatures are expected to spike Thursday/Friday so expect some mixed precipitation or rain to be mixed in
at times. We won’t see large snow totals this week, but higher sites have enough to make for softer surface
conditions. The holiday break may be ending, but winter season is in full swing. Expect lots and trailheads to
remain busy, especially over weekends. Please be sure to drive safe and carefully on your way up the mountain.
Snow coverage is still down after last week’s rain event. Look out for fallen trees, rocks, and flowing water that
may be present. Many trees have been damaged during the last week and have been found down in trail
corridors. The hazards may be hard to identify after fresh snowfall. Please use caution especially if travelling
off trail.
Please do not drive any road vehicles on the groomed snow trail network.
On Monday 01/02 Most Sno – Park lots have been plowed, but many have a thick layer of ice/packed
snow on the surface. With more winter weather in the forecast, expect very slick conditions to continue
this week. 4WD, traction tires, and chains are required to access all sites at this time. (see individual park
reports for specific lot conditions).
Be prepared to use chains on your vehicle. Even when highways are clear, the Sno - Parks may not be.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Disabled vehicles in sno-parks or vehicles illegally parked alongside highways are an extreme hazard to
yourself and fellow travelers.
Poor lot conditions can lead to disabled vehicles blocking access to emergency vehicles/snow removal equipment
and forcing visitors to park alongside the highway, creating major hazards.
In the case of any Sno - Park lot or ski resort lot filling up please do not stop to wait or park along the highway or
along entryways; allow traffic to keep flowing through the corridor.
ODOT has been working to keep the roads clear of snow/ice but during and after storm cycles poor road
conditions will exist.
During periods of warm daytime temperatures, morning conditions have been slick with black ice as moisture
refreezes on road surfaces overnight. Use caution if travelling in the early hours and on shaded sections of road.
Come prepared with traction tires or chains and be ready to adjust plans if the lot is inaccessible to your vehicle.
If planning on recreating over the weekend, consider an earlier start and have a backup plan in the case of parking
being full.
Please be mindful of other recreators and utilize lot space as efficiently as possible.
If overnighting in a Sno - Park, please park in a manner that still allows for the lot to be plowed around you.
As we work to keep all vault toilets shoveled out and cleared, please be sure to close the door as you exit to keep
snow from blowing into the facility.
There are multiple seasonal road closures now in effect as of December 1st and 15th. The 44 and 48 corridors,
Pocket Creek, Frog Lake, West Leg, Old Maid Flats, Trillium Lake, and the areas around Skyline/Clear Lake are
affected by these closures. Please be aware of current road closures and adhere to forest rules and regulations.
Those recreating at higher elevations or in steep terrain should be mindful of avalanche conditions, always check
the forecast and always come prepared with the proper knowledge and gear.
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Little John Sno - Park
OR Hwy 35; 3,700ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 10” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Little John was a popular destination over the holiday weekend. While some ground hazards have been
exposed, coverage is still good on the sled hill. Little John will likely see some rain this week, lowering snow
levels further and creating very slick conditions on the hill. Please use caution when walking around. As of
Monday, 01/02 The lot has been cleared but is covered in thick ice. Expect difficult driving conditions this week
as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan
to access this lot this week. Snow conditions are very firm and fast. Use caution if using the sled hill, especially
when busy. Please do not dispose of broken sleds or trash in forest facilities or around the warming hut; pack
in, pack out. The hill has recently been cleared out and the shelter has a wood burning stove for public use.
Please respect this shelter and try to leave it better for the next user. Continue to check weather reports,
when snow level drops Little John is a great option for family fun.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are slick with ice and water. Expect lot conditions to deteriorate as weather impacts the
area this week. Please check road conditions, carry chains and be prepared to alter your plan if the lot is
inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. If the lot is full or inaccessible, do not park on the Hwy 35
corridor. Being at lower elevation the snow coverage at Little John can fluctuate day to day. On ground
hazards such as rocks, limbs and stumps will likely be exposed throughout the season. Please do not build
jumps or terrain park features on the sled hill.
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Pocket Creek Sno - Park
OR Hwy 35: 3800ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 29” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Pocket Creek saw a large uptick in use over the holiday weekend. Trail conditions are firm, with more fresh
snow to be found at higher elevations. There are multiple spots where flowing water can be found through the
trail corridor. Conditions shouldn’t change much this week as the area sees light rain and snow. Areas off trail
have seen many on ground hazards exposed. Use caution and look for fallen trees, limbs, and rocks that may be
hard to spot underneath fresh snowfall. As of Monday, 01/02 The lot has been cleared but is covered in ice.
Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more winter weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive,
traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot this week. Parking can often fill up on
weekends, please only park in the designated lot area and refrain from spilling out onto the highway shoulder.
Owners are required to pick up after their pets. Do not leave waste bags on the side of the trail for any amount
of time. Snowmobile users are reminded that only the Pocket Creek Trail to Bennett Pass are multi-use. More
clear signs have been posted. The Pocket Creek Road is now closed to all road vehicles, please do not attempt to
drive the corridor past the lot. If travelling in steeper terrain be aware of avalanche conditions. The Clark Creek
ski bridge on the Meadows Tie Trail is closed due to structural deterioration. Please review ski trail maps and
plan around this closure.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are slick with ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as winter weather impacts the
area this week. Please check road conditions, carry chains and be prepared to alter your plan if the lot is
inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. Use caution while parking and pulling out, do not block the
highway as vehicles may have trouble slowing down in icy conditions. Early season often finds many open and
exposed creek beds in the area, use caution if travelling off trail. Hazards such as exposed rocks, trees, and limbs
will likely still be exposed in the area until more snow falls. This area gives access to potential avalanche
terrain; please check the forecast and be prepared if travelling in steep terrain.
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Bennett Pass Sno - Park
OR Hwy 35; 4700ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 61” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Bennett Pass was busy this week after receiving a healthy dose of fresh snowfall. The parking lot can only be
partially plowed while it is occupied. On trail conditions have continued to be great with great coverage and
soft snow. Off trail there are still many ground hazards exposed, but coverage has improved. As of Monday,
01/02 The lot has been partially cleared but areas of snow and ice remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this
week as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you
plan to access this lot this week. This area often experiences high winds, so keep an eye out for wind slabs/deep
drifts when travelling the pass. Parking often fills early on weekends, arrive early to ensure a spot. Do not park
or stop along the overpass or on the ramps leading to HWY 35. Please be mindful when parking and leave
space for others to navigate. Snowmobile users are reminded that only Bennett Pass to Pocket Creek are multiuse, please refrain from using the ski trails. If travelling towards Camp Windy, please remember that
snowmobiles are prohibited within wilderness areas. If the MHM lot is full, parking attendants will often close
the road, access to Bennet Pass is required, just ask if signage is not present. Resort traffic is asked to please
keep traffic flowing and not to stop on the 35-corridor. Owners are required to pick up after their pets. Do not
leave waste bags on the side of the trail for any amount of time.
Current Hazards:
The on and exit ramps have been maintained but slick conditions remain. The lot itself has areas of snow and
hard ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as winter weather impacts the area this week. 4-wheel drive,
traction tires, or chains are required to access Bennett Pass at this time. If the lot is full or inaccessible, do not
park on the overpass corridor, this is a no parking zone. Vehicles illegally parked alongside highways or
overpass are an extreme hazard to yourself and fellow travelers and delays snow removal by road
crews. The Bennet Pass Trail is a shared use corridor, be mindful of others recreating. On ground hazards still
exist in areas off trail. This trailhead gives access to steep terrain known for avalanche conditions, use caution
and always come prepared and informed if recreating in these steep areas.
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White River Sno - Park (East/West)
OR Hwy 35; 4200ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 55” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
White River saw high levels of use this holiday weekend as a popular spot for families to get out. Many popular
areas along the river now have exposed flowing water. Please use caution and keep an eye on the kids if
recreating near the river. As of Monday, 01/02 The lot has partially cleared, but rows of snow and icy surfaces
remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel
drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot this week. Coverage is great through the
trail network with a firm track established on most trails. Areas off trail have decent coverage but many ground
hazards still exist. The upper canyon saw coverage improve, buth there are still some exposed ridgelines and
deep creek holes to be weary of. If travelling up canyon, be aware of current conditions and check the avalanche
forecast. Parking at White River often fills quickly, slowing traffic through the area. If the lot is full, please do
not stop to wait or park along the highway or along entryways; allow traffic to keep flowing through the
corridor. Do not park in the Sno - Park entryway or along the highway corridor, these are no parking zones.
Follow signage posted on site. Please leave ample space for emergency vehicles to navigate through the lot in
case of an emergency. Please do not dispose of broken sleds or excess trash in forest facilities; pack in, pack out.
The 48 corridor is now closed to all road vehicles, do not attempt to drive the 48 road. If staying overnight in
the lot, please do not have campfires directly on the pavement.
Current Hazards:
Both lots at White River have seen some plowing, but slick conditions remain. Expect driving conditions to
deteriorate this week as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles often lose traction in the lot; traction tires or
chains are recommended for non-4WD vehicles. Both Sno - Parks on White River are in flash flood zones,
lahars and landslides are also possible. Use caution sledding, skiing, or recreating over the riverbed as flowing
water does exist. The 48-road corridor is now seasonally closed to road traffic as of December 1st, please do
not attempt to drive this corridor. The West Sno-Park gives access to steep terrain known for avalanche
conditions; always check the forecast and come prepared when recreating.
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Barlow Pass Sno - Park
OR Hwy 35; 4150ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 37” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Barlow Pass saw trail conditions improve with fresh snowfall this past week. Trail conditions are firm and
fast. Off trail, softer snow can be found but a stubborn rain crust was also observed. There have been multiple
vehicles driving down FS-3531, this is a ski trail. Please refrain from driving this corridor. As of Monday,
01/02 The lot has been plowed but packed snow and ice remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as
more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to
access this lot this week. This lot often fills up on weekends, causing cars to begin to park along the narrow
roadway. This does not allow for two-way traffic or give proper access to emergency vehicles. Do not park
along the entryway to the lot. Please refrain from parking in this manner and allow for two-way traffic to
flow/turn around. Please do not build terrain park features along the Barlow Road Tr. Please practice proper
winter trail etiquette and keep off skin tracks if snowshoeing.
Current Hazards:
Lot conditions are slick with packed snow/ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as more weather
impacts the area this week. Use caution as the road is often slick, especially in the morning. Be prepared to alter
your plan if the lot is inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. The access road to the Barlow Pass Sno - Park
is narrow and typically only allows for one-way traffic, use caution and keep this pathway clear. Some on
ground hazards still exist; keep an eye out for exposed rocks, limbs, and stumps if recreating off trail and in
steeper terrain.
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Trillium Lake Sno-Park
US 26; 3,600ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 27” base (12/31)
General Park Conditions:
Trillium Lake had consistent use this week with a solid base of snow and clear weather. As of Monday, 01/02
The lot has been plowed but packed snow and ice remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more
weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access
this lot this week. Trillium Lake is expected to get fresh snow over the week but continue to be mindful of
hazards hidden underneath layer of fresh snowfall. Utilize the two distinct trails depending on your
recreation mode (skis, snowshoes, or snowmobiles) by following signs for instruction. Sledding is prohibited
on the trails but can be enjoyed in the surrounding area. Dogs must be leashed in the Trillium Lake area and
owners are required to pick up after their pets. Do not leave waste bags on the side of the trail for any amount
of time. Please pack out all trash or waste because trash removal is not available. Continue to check
weather reports and adequately prepare for weather conditions.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are plowed but slick with snow and ice. Expect diving conditions to deteriorate with
fresh snowfall this week. Please check road conditions, carry chains, and be prepared to alter your plan if the
lot is inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. If the lot is full or inaccessible, do not park on the Hwy
26 corridor. In the parking lot, be mindful of other vehicles and pedestrians and follow all posted signage. Be
cautious of on ground hazards such as rocks, limbs, and stumps that will likely be covered by fresh snowfall.
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Snow Bunny Sno - Park
US 26; 3800ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 20” base (12/26)
General Park Conditions:
Snow Bunny had consistent use this week with firming sled hill and trail conditions As of Monday, 01/02 The lot
has been plowed but packed snow and ice remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more weather
impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot
this week. Snow Bunny is expected to get fresh snow over the week but continue to be mindful of hazards
hidden underneath layer of fresh snowfall. Sledding is encouraged on the sledding hill but prohibited onto the
trail past the hill. Snowshoes or skis are required on the trail to avoid deteriorating trail conditions. Do not
leave behind broken sleds, please take them home with you. Owners are required to pick up after their pets. Do
not leave waste bags on the side of the trail for any amount of time. A trash can is available near the
trailhead if needed. Continue to check weather reports and adequately prepare for weather conditions.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are slick with slushy snow and ice. Expect diving conditions to deteriorate with fresh
snowfall this week. Please check road conditions, carry chains, and be prepared to alter your plan if the lot is
inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. If the lot is full or inaccessible, do not park on the Hwy 26
corridor. In the parking lot, be mindful of other vehicles and pedestrians and follow all posted signage. Be
cautious of on ground hazards such as rocks, limbs and stumps that will likely be covered by fresh snowfall.
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Mirror Lake Sno - Park
US 26: 3600ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 22” base (12/26)
General Park Conditions:
Mirror Lake had consistent use this week with firming trail conditions. As of Monday, 01/02 The lot has been
plowed but packed snow and ice remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more weather impacts the
area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot this week.
Mirror Lake is expected to get fresh snow over the week but continue to be mindful of hazards hidden
underneath layer of fresh snowfall. Utilize the two distinct trails depending on your recreation mode (skis or
snowshoes) by following signs for instruction. Sledding is prohibited on the trails but can be enjoyed in the
surrounding area. Owners are required to pick up after their pets. Do not leave waste bags on the side of the
trail for any amount of time. A trash can is available near the trailhead if needed. Continue to check weather
reports and adequately prepare for weather conditions.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are slick with compacted snow and ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate with
fresh snowfall this week. Please check road conditions, carry chains, and be prepared to alter your plan if the
lot is inaccessible, or road conditions deteriorate. If the lot is full or inaccessible, do not park on the Hwy
26 corridor. In the parking lot, be mindful of other vehicles and pedestrians and follow all posted signage. Be
cautious of on ground hazards such as rocks, limbs and stumps that will likely be covered by fresh snowfall.
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Frog Lake Sno - Park
OR Hwy 26; 3950ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 34” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Frog Lake saw a busy weekend after receiving some fresh snowfall. Trail conditions in the area are firm and
fast. Snow conditions off corridor are tricky with widespread breakable crust. Off trail coverage has improved
but many ground hazards remain. Use caution especially if travelling off trail. Please do not attempt to drive
on any groomed snow trails. As of Monday, 01/02 The lot has been partially plowed but packed snow and ice
remain. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel
drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot this week. The Snowmobile Club has
begun its grooming operation for the season in the area. This lot fills up early on the weekends, plan to arrive
early to ensure a parking spot. There is often unused lot space in areas that had not been fully plowed, please
utilize these parking spots. If the lot is filled do not park in the entryway or along the 26 corridor. Please
practice proper trail etiquette while using this popular multi use area. The road to Frog Lake Campground is
now closed seasonally as of December 1st, please do not attempt to drive this corridor.
Current Hazards:
Current lot conditions are slick with snow/ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as more weather
impacts the area this week. Due to lingering ice, a 4-wheel drive vehicle, traction tires, or chains are
recommended if accessing this lot. On ground hazards such as rocks, limbs, and stumps are still exposed in
this area. Use caution especially if travelling off trail. Frog Lake provides access to a shared use corridor, be
mindful of other recreators while on these trails. Be mindful of wilderness boundary if and when operating
machinery, it is not well marked.
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Skyline Sno - Park
OR Hwy 26; 3600ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead:19” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Skyline saw a very busy weekend with lots of snowmobilers out enjoy the trails. Trail coverage is great with a
firm groom laid down. Off trail snow levels are low and many hazards are present. Please do not operate
machinery in the parking or play area unless traveling to and from the trail system. As of Monday, 01/02 The
lot has not been fully plowed. Snow and ice are present. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more
weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access
this lot this week. Many vehicles have been observed driving on to the groomed trail network. Driving
on groomed snow trails is not only illegal, but it ruins countless hours of work done to maintain these
trails. Please do not attempt to do so. The warming shelter has seen heavy use, please refrain from driving
road vehicles to the shelter as to preserve the natural grasses and landscape. The roads around Skyline are
now under seasonal closure as of December 1st, please do not attempt to drive past the Sno - Park or
access Clear Lake from 26.
Current Hazards:
Lot conditions were slick with snow and ice. Expect driving conditions deteriorate as more weather impacts
the area this week. Due to commonly slick conditions, a 4-wheel drive vehicle, traction tires, or chains are
recommended if accessing Skyline. Please carry chains and utilize caution when driving on icy surfaces found
at this Sno - Park. When parking, please follow the layout posted on site to allow for trailers to pass through. on
ground hazards exist at Skyline; be aware of exposed rocks, limbs, and stumps if travelling off trail.
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Billy Bob Sno - Park
OR 44/Dufur Valley RD; 3500ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 11” base (12/30)
General Park Conditions:
Billy Bob managed to hang on to good trail coverage despite last week’s rain. Trail conditions are firm and
durable. Snow coverage off trail is low around the lot and many ground hazards exist. Expect much a much
deeper snowpack and better conditions as elevation is gained. As of Friday (12/30), The road and lot had been
plowed, but slush, ice, and packed snow were found. Expect difficult driving conditions this week as more weather
impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or chains are required if you plan to access this lot
this week. Please do not have campfires on the pavement. Use caution if using the road system as evidence of
vehicles accessing the corridor was observed. The 44 corridor from Billy Bob to 35 is closed to all road
vehicles as of December 15th. Please do not attempt to drive a road vehicle on the 44. If accessing the
trails from the West side, please be mindful of others and do not park outside of the road entryway along the
highway corridor.
Current Hazards:
The road up to Billy Bob was plowed, but areas of ice and packed snow remain. The lot has been plowed but
snow and ice cover the surface. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as more weather impacts the area this
week. Lot conditions tend to be slick and icy; traction tires or chains are recommended for non-4WD vehicles.
At lower elevations, snow coverage is still variable, and many ground level hazards exist. Be aware of exposed
rocks, limbs, and stumps if travelling off the trail corridor. Come prepared and always check conditions before
recreating.
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Tilly Jane Sno - Park
Cloud Cap Road; 3800ft.
Amount of Snow:
Trailhead: 25” base (01/02)
General Park Conditions:
Tilly Jane has lost a lot of snow in the past 2 weeks, but the main trail still holds snow to the parking lot. We
were able to get out this week and clear a number of trees down on Tilly Jane and Poallie Ridge. See more
conditions below. As of Monday, 01/02 The lot has been plowed but packed snow and ice remain. Expect difficult
driving conditions this week as more weather impacts the area. Vehicles with 4-wheel drive, traction tires, or
chains are required if you plan to access this lot this week. The lower section of trail has seen many holes open
up where water is present. Coverage is holding, but some areas are almost down to dirt. Use caution, especially
when descending. The burn scar has seen many fallen trees and stumps uncovered but coverage remains good
through the trail corridor. Snow conditions should improve above the A-frame, but a stubborn rain crust was
found on Saturday. Above tree line expect variable surface conditions as high winds and precipitation effect the
upper mountain; wind slabs and exposed icy hardpack are likely to be found. Always be prepared for fast
changing conditions at higher elevations. On weekends, the Cooper Spur lot often fills, and the road gets closed,
cutting off access to the Sno - Park lot. Arrive early to ensure a parking spot. Please be mindful of others when
parking your vehicle and follow posted signage. Do not block the access roads in and out of Cooper Spur and
park to allow two-way traffic as they open for the season. Never – for any reason – park your vehicle in front
of the gate at the top of the Tilly Jane TH parking lot. Crag Rats Mountain Rescue snowcat drivers deliver
equipment, supplies, and search and rescue personnel to the Cloud Cap Inn. Parking in front of the gate will
delay time-sensitive search and rescue operations.
Current Hazards:
Tilly Jane is currently easiest to access from HWY 35 and not from Parkdale. The access road and lot are both
very slick with ice. Expect driving conditions to deteriorate as more weather impacts the area this week. Early
season conditions exist in this area. Many on ground hazards such as fallen trees, rocks, and creek beds are still
present. Descend with caution as the corridor is fast and busy, uphill traffic will be likely. Some areas accessed
by this trail corridor will contain avalanche hazard, always check the forecast and come prepared if travelling
on or around steep terrain or exposed areas. The Tilly Jane A-Frame is available for rental as an individual or in
a group. Reservations can be made at www.recreation.gov
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